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Matter 4: Question raised regarding where people living in the new settlement
will come from?

1. During the Matter 4 discussion the inspector posed the question “Where will the
people come from that will live in the new settlement?”
2. The attached paper provides an analysis on UK Domestic in-Migration to Hart District
for Year to end July 2017.
3. We assume the question has been posed because the Plan meets OAHN without the
new settlement, and so if a new settlement comes forward within the Plan period, it
is relevant to consider the impact on in-migration?
4. If this is the reasoning behind the question, then one must take into account the frontloaded nature of the trajectory. In the first half of the plan period anticipated delivery
in Hart will exceed OAHN, by virtue of committed developments. If one assumes
that housing provided over and above OAHN will draw additional people into the
HMA from other areas, then one can assume that is what will happen in the first half
of the Plan period.
5. In the second half of the Plan period, the trajectory falls short of the annualised level
of OAHN with the implication that Hart District will then export people to other
HMAs, unless housing supply is boosted; the preferred means of which is the new
settlement.
6. If a new settlement DPD is found sound, it will set the principle of development and
the detailed policy framework. This will include not only the scale of development but
also its timing (see Proposed Modification Number 28). We envisage that this will be
informed through the latest evidence on housing needs and duty to cooperate
discussions with surrounding authorities to ensure that housing delivery does not
disrupt planning for housing at a more strategic level, including surrounding HMAs.

Additional Analysis on UK Domestic in-Migration to Hart District for
Year to end July 2017
1.

This note presents additional analysis to answer the question posed by the Inspector
of the Local Plan Inquiry, regarding where people who move from outside into Hart
District come from.

2.

The analysis draws upon ONS data series IM2017-T7 internal migration between English
and Welsh local authorities Scotland and Northern Ireland, year ending June 2017.

3.

Figure 1 shows summarised the findings of the analysis. Around 20% of all in-migration
into Hart District is from the two other authorities in the HMA, with another 29% being
from authorities that abut the HMA.

4.

The adjacent districts/unitary authorities that abut the HMA in descending order in
terms of their significance as a source of in-migration to Hart District are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Basingstoke and Deane
Bracknell Forest
Wokingham
Guildford
Waverley
East Hampshire
West Berkshire (does not quite have a border with the HRSH authorities, but
very nearly does)

Figure 1: Geographic Analysis of Internal UK in Migration to Hart 2017

Source: ONS IM2017-T7 Internal migration between English and Welsh local authorities,
Scotland and Northern Ireland, square matrix, year ending June 2017

5.

The two HMA authorities and the adjacent authorities accounted for almost half of inmigration to Hart in the year ending June 2017.

6.

The next set of authorities being those that are ‘one authority away’ from the three
authorities that make up the HMA account for a further 8% of net migration, bringing

the cumulative total of the three categories of authority analysed to 56% of all inmigration.
7.

In terms of the analysis, the last step identifies that in-migration to Hart from London
accounted for an additional 13% of total domestic in-migration to Hart in the year
ending June 2017. This brings the cumulative total of migration from these four
geographic groupings to 68%.

8.

The remaining 32% of domestic in-migration comes from across the UK, but is largely
made up of in-migration from the other big cities of England, and a collectively large
element of in-migration from the wider South East, excluding Kent.

9.

Annex 1 presents the data used, and the structure of the analysis by Wessex
Economics.

Annex 1: In-Migration to Hart by Authority – All Local Authorities with >1% inmigration to Hart

